
The $1,000 Farm

PREFACE

Lowering the barrier of entry

A 2011 report by the National Young Farmers' Coalition in the United States ranked lack of capital 

and land access as the two major obstacles facing young and aspiring farmers. 

Typical projected equipment and material costs associated with starting a new small-scale intensive 

vegetable production, for example, may be anywhere from $15,000 (according to Eliot Coleman) to 

$36,000 (after Jean-Martin Fortier) depending on how you decide to outfit your operation. 

This barrier of entry seems insurmountable to those with only very limited access to startup funds. 

And if we do invest that much money into a new farming operation, how can we be sure we'll make 

that money back? The risk seems very great, and the potential rewards become quickly muddied. 

Maybe there is another way. Maybe there is a way new aspiring farmers could invest only a couple 

hundred dollars to get started that will simultaneously build their production and marketing skills - all  

while rapidly raising money to expand their farming operation in a way that suits their lifestyle, that  

won't break the bank, and that minimizes risk and removes the major obstacles to getting started.

I call that model the $1,000 farm. 

Whether you're hearing the call start an urban farm, to go back to the land, or just “get your hands 

dirty,” I want you to be able to pursue that dream in reality - today. This short book will take you 

through a simplified step-by-step process of how to get your  micro-farm started for next to nothing 

(less than $200), how to quickly pay back your initial investment with your products, and how your  

early efforts can raise money for subsequent improvements and expansions.

How to use this book

The purpose of this book is to save you money. This book is more about growing your business  

than growing vegetables. It is intended to be a jumping off point and an inspiration to get you started 

and experimenting on your own, and hopefully improving on the advice I've collected here. My goal is 



to  encourage innovation on a micro-farming scale,  and to  provide real-world examples,  resources, 

estimates  and  figures  that  you can  use  to  research  and start  your  own production  systems,  mini-

enterprises and business plans that are adapted to your circumstances and goals. 

The $1,000 mico-farm model grew out of my research and planning as I prepare to launch my own 

small-scale diversified farm business for 2015 in Quebec. I noticed there a lot of great guides for how 

to get started on a larger commercial scale -  like  Eliot Coleman's phenomenal “The New Organic 

Grower” and Jean-Martin Fortier's excellent “The Market Gardener” - but I couldn't find anything for  

people like me, who have maybe more “gumption” than capital. 

What this book covers

• A $200 indoor microgreen start-up model that can pay for itself.

• A $500 outdoor market garden or micro-farm model using only hand-powered tools.

• Additional options for expanding and diversifying your micro-farm & mini-enterprise.

• Some basic calculations for raising animals.

• Essential information for starting a farm-business in Quebec.

• Extras:

◦ Detailed plans, lumber & cut lists for building a 4' or 8' grow rack for micro-greens and 

seedlings that will cost you $40 or less. 

Who this book is suited for

• New and aspiring urban and rural farmers, market gardeners and homesteaders.

• Anyone looking for an inexpensive farm-startup business model that can experiment with in 

their spare time or as a part-time job.

• People who understand saving money now may mean working harder to do some jobs by hand 

later. (Don't worry, you can always upgrade down the road when you can afford it.)

• Anyone who has a little bit of growing space inside their home to get started, and/or access to 

just about any size patch of land outside for free or minimal cost.
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